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DISCOVERIES MADE IN DARKNESS
Thesis Summary. By Arvid Kalmaru - arvid.kalmaru@gmail.com

THESIS

In the end it became a personal study of PROGRAM
architectural interests and fears. My own
The intention of this project has been to preconceptions of darkness had to do with What program supports the experience of
find ways to create projections of spaces the unknown and uncertain.
introversion?
that enables reflection and introversion. A
kind of space that seem to be lost today - I formulated a program for my project that If a space is designed in order to allow
forgotten behind the urban expansion.
was open enough for my personality to for reflection of thoughts and feelings, it
show through in the making of drawings becomes subordinate in hierarchy. The
Equally forgotten, in western culture and models, thus giving me a more clear less dominant, the better. When it becomes
especially, is the notion of darkness. The understanding of who I am as an architect. nothing but a background to the subject, it
focus on light as being something separate
has achieved its purpose.
and more desired than darkness may However, the project required a site in
cause an adverse imbalance. Through an order to frame and inform the questions To develop a structure that is able to
architectural project, I wanted to release raised by the program. Here I sought function as a simple background that
the light-dark phenomenon, that doesn’t specificity and character, a place filled with frames the visitor, I used the idea of an
even have a shared name, from as much as much personal, cultural and historical empty museum. External stimuli must be
meaning as possible.
meaning as darkness and light.
either reduced, or maximized to a point of
overflow where the subject must simply

Photos from previous semester inspired me to continue working on light and darkness as a theme for my
thesis. Their ambiguous character neutralizes the hierarchy between light and dark.

surrender and let go. Since most urban
environments are closer to the latter, I The site is just by the Kaknäs tower at
have focused on the more serene instead. Ladugårdsgärdet located on northern
Djurgården, part of a big recreational
Another typology that too, will allow for area and National City park. This means
introversion is the labyrinth. But it may very stringent building regulations and
also evoke anxiety and stress. By making consequently few existing new buildings.
an open-air complex without dead ends The proximity to the urban situation and
and enclosed spaces the project removes the group of museums located nearby
the hostile features of the labyrinth but make it very popular during all seasons.
keeps the discovering movements of the
path.
To me, the Radio and Television tower
from 1967 designed by Bengt Lindroos
SITE
and Hans Borgström define the strong
identity of the place. It is just like it has
I have chosen a place in Stockholm that always been there.
is close to the city but not included in the
urban fabric.
The tower was named after the site where

findings from the Iron Age have been
made. It reaches 175 meters into the air
(with the antenna) and on the 28:th floor
there is a popular restaurant with a view
stretching 60 kilometers.
Just in front of the tower there is a parking
lot strictly planned within the architects’
geometries and surrounded by forest.

METHOD

The method used is based on observation
and development of produced sketches,
notes and models. The project is not ment
to be a proposal but rather an experiment
focusing on a few issues with support
from a specific site.

EMPTY MUSEUM

Open labyrinth and extended threshold

MOVEMENT

A threshold is where something ends and
something begins. Every point is in a sence
a threshold but the experience of change
can be abrubt and quick or long and slow.

A classical museum with linear movement,
repeated in a sequence of spaces enables
the visitor to focus on the work, not the
setting. But simply removing the work
from an existing museum is not the same
as creating a neutral background since the
museum was ment to frame the work, not
the visitor.

Before and after the threshold there are
entities. In this project the enteties are
basically dealt with as destinations that A neutral background, designed to frame
can be entered and exited.
the subject so that the experience of
change while moving, comes from within
In between the destinations the project rather than from without. That is how I
attempts to make a transitional space began dealing with the formulation of an
that is not a destination in itself as much introvert program.
as something intermediate, a boundary
through which you can move by foot.
It seemed to me that structures easily
grasped as objects or pieces, fail in some

aspects to become introvert. Maybe it is FRAMING
because they provide an opportunity for
orientation and navigation in relation to One of the most difficult aspects in this
its whole.
project have been to give shape to ideas
without falling in the trap of symbolism.
Structures that are clear and open make Each time I put the ideas aside and
way for other thoughts and feelings that sketched aimlessly, I made progress. But
has less to do with orientation even if the one idea that was really hard to let go of
entirety cannot be recognized.
was how I framed an imaginary visitor/
subject.
The two images above were made in
different stages in the project and they are Fascinated by repetition, rythm, and
both results of testing out continuation of sequence, I always observed my work with
movement. One idea was to depict spaces the eyes of a narrator. It resulted in the
from a point where one might already be recurrence of some elements and features.
in motion and from that point, display
options of further movement.
The floor as the main public and also
urban element was given as a central

Left: Texture montage on 3d model. Early idea of excavated paths and moving below ground level.
Right: Watercolor drawing. At this point, some spaces were enclosed and dark, others very open.

player in the project. It must be rigid and Late in the development of this thesis,
relentless but delicate in placement and the roofs and ceilings where removed.
configuration.
Working with the empty museum, they
where initially indisputable. But the
Even if I haven’t worked with elements roofs created an impression of dwelling,
as such, one could say that there is a gap shelter and destination that did not fit my
between floor and wall where we find the intentions.
stairs. Also fundamental for movement,
the stairs complement the floor and As a result of this I continued to develop
present an even stronger invitation for the structure using only floor, stairs and
advancing in space.
walls.
The walls in this project guide and follow
the subject while suggesting speed and
direction by variations in width, hight
and length. Unlike the flat floor, walls are
surfaces that both project and pick up
shadows.
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THE KAKNÄS TOWER

SETTING & LOCATION
Rural surroundings, urban context

STOCKHOLM

Stockholm is known for the closeness to
nature and recreational areas where a
lot of people appreciate spending some
time walking, jogging or biking. The city
focuses on pedestrians so much that they
have made a slogan out of it: Stockholm,
the walkable city or ”Promenadstaden”.
And as the number of inhabitants
drastically grow, the need for places
where you can escape this vibrant milieu,
increases.

To the east of Östermalm lies Norra- and
Södra Djurgården, at the edge of the city
facing the archipelago and the Baltic Sea.

DJURGÅRDEN

The park is the home
of the largest LADUGÅRDSGÄRDET
N
oak stock in northern Europe and the
In 1995 the first and only National City deciduous forest is a fundamental part of The name of the area closest to the city
Park in Sweden was inaugurated. Today it the parks character.
is Ladugårdsgärdet. It is known for the
is called the Royal National City Park due
vast open field next to the city but it is
to the initiative and involvement of king In the project I have decided to keep the also home to more than 20.000 people.
Carl XVI Gustaf.
healthy trees on site, only removing some The field is mostly used for leisure and
bushes. Finding out that there was no recreation but from time to time, musicEverything existing in the 27 square map of the existing trees, this desicion and sports events also take place here.
kilometres big area is now protected by led me to an extensive, but necessary,
law and new additions are rare due to mapping-project which contributed to my Five museums lie next to each other south
meticulous restrictions.
understanding of the site.
of the field; the Swedish National Museum
of Science and Technology, the Maritime
Historically, the place have been used by Other than oak, the most common trees Museum, the Museum of Ethnography, the
the royal family as fenced hunting grounds are birch, maple and rowan. There is also Police Museum and the National Sports
to ensure the supply of game untill the aspen tree, ash, beech, pine and some Museum. In 1930 this was the scene of the
18th century.
spruce. The average height is around 20- Stockholm Exhibition that came to mark
25 meters.
the beginning of Swedish functionalism.

Left: Map of Stockholm
Right: Archeological map (Riksantikvarieämbetets fornminnnesinformationssystem, FMIS. 1932-08-01)
Below: Maritime Museum designed by Ragnar Östberg inaugurated in 1938.

KAKNÄS

Looking out across Stockholm, the Kaknäs
tower rises from the woods next to the
field. The parking lot in front of it is 70x70
meters and situated on a southern slope.
Kaknäs (”Kak(-a)” - cake or good harvest
and ”Näs” - itshmus) used to be one of five
Royal manors in the area.

Remains from 550 BCE - 1100 CE have
been found in several places in the
surroundings. Most findings come from
the 11 burial mounds that in total contain
at least 30 graves. Usually one lived and
was buried at the same place so most
likely, this was place for settlements.

THE KAKNÄS TOWER
And the dialogue with a giant

EXTROVERT NODE

Bengt Lindroos, the architect behind
the highest building in Stockholm, was
exited when his office finally reached the
geometry of the square. At first, thoughts
have gone from a cylindrical tower to an
octagonal.

A base with offices for workers at
Televerket (today Teracom), surround
the tower. Everything is in concrete. Cast
using a slip form technique, the tower
growed non-stop, during construction.
That is crusial for making a solid cast with
as few weak points as possible.

CONCERNS
As mentioned, the approach is well
orchestrated. This is however not the case
when visiting by foot. Many small paths
make their way through the forest and end
up in front of the cars at the parking lot.

Visiting the tower could have been a very The car park itself need some maintenance
It is the 60’s and cars are more important different experience. The restaurant and and a stronger definition to work properly
than pedestrians and just months after the café at the 28th and 30th floor make it a as an open square.
completion of the tower, the right-hand welcoming attraction.
traffic diversion takes place.
First it is a destination, a goal and an object
The parking lot is given much care and the that can be reached. While on site, above
way you aproach the tower by car or bus is the city, the towers is an observation point.
well orchestrated.
It serves the extrovert seeing perfectly.

PROJECT NARRATIVE

Left: Kaknäs tower seen from west, next to museums. Middle: Original elevation and post construction
section. Note the extra platform in the original design. Top right: Distance from tower to TV-house.
Bottom right: Axonometric view of tower with surrounding heights.

The tiled path diverts – one to the right
and one straight ahead, through the forest.
Bus no. 69 arrives in front of a row of No sign can be seen except the paths
museums and you step out. When it leaves direction that gives an indication of where
you can see the Kaknäs tower behind a it might lead.
line of trees. To your left there is a vast,
windy field were people are running, Three birch tree trunks rises from the
strolling and walking their dogs. You cross ground and mark an entrance to the
the street and head for the tower. When passage. Retaining walls in different
you have passed the museums, the ground heights hold back the slope on your left
changes from gravel to square tiles of and make way for concrete stairs and
granite.
climbing levels. At a few points the trail
is widened and you can pause to reflect
This is the east corner of the field and the on where you are. Here the walls toward
deciduous forest closes in on both sides of the slope are different. Bulging concrete
the road. Now the tower is concealed and surfaces faces the sun to the south and
you look for a way to reach it.
distort the shadows projected by the trees
in front of them. Someone is sitting down

on a low wall, looking at the leaves on the
floor.

It’s been only 5 minutes since you left the
bus but when you reach a long horizontal
wall, you follow it to its end and turn. There
end up on a square parking lot. Then you
realize that you almost forgot where you
were heading in the first place.

Entering the tower is dramatic. You
walk down a ramp to a strangely kitsch
souvenir shop where you buy a ticket to
the elevators. From the restaurant at the
28th floor you look down on a pattern
engraved into the long horizontal wall that
concludes and commence the passage. You
don’t know what it means.

PROCESS - ATMOSPHERE
Thought, test, mood - passage and corridors

PROCESS - POINT OF VIEW

Digital model - an object with two rooms. Sketchbook drawing - the obscured.

PROCESS - NOTES

There is no word for light and darkness as being the same

PHENOMENOLOGY

CONCEPTUALISM

Theory of the significance of things before
being scientifically assessed or defined
(red is red before it is the wavelength,
about 650 nm long, the complementary
color of green etc. Things have an essence,
both independently before and also
after the individual(s) constitution. This
essence is in connection with an imaginary
sphere - ”the idea of the good” - Plato.

”A more difficult task would be to find a
way of giving these conceptual structures
the capacity to engender more precise
and complex meanings merely through
the manipulation of form and space”
(Eisenman,
Notes
on
Conceptual
Architecture: Towards a Definition, p.54.)

The horizon of meaning is the sum of
ones experiences of a phenomena that
dictates the way it appears. Every beings’
experience is unique but in constant
change, always widening the horizon.

SIGHT AND VISION

Sight (physical) or vision (our association).
Epistemic seeing gives a conscious vision
in a state of awereness. Non-epistemic
seeing gives an unconscious background.
They can both act simultaneously but only
non-epistemic seeing can act alone.

BY THE VERGE

Left: Sketch of plan layout.
Right: Section of early design with lowered levels and enclosed spaces.

have their own edges. They stand out in LOST IN TRANSLATION
relation to each other surrounded by a
Thresholds. Between this and that lies the nothing.
Projecting ideas or feelings onto paper
infinity. Similar too fractals, our language
by drawing or by making scale models
and mental organization of the world The beings/subjects or ’wholes’ can be are two of the most common ways of
seem to turn it into fragments but it is just studied in various ways.
developing architecture. Both ways
a repetitive illusion?
undergo an important translation that
1) Examination of a whole through the causes some transformation until it
The boundaries of substance (x) according investigation of its parts or elements. becomes something that can be observed.
to Aristotle: The first point beyond which Problem: Defining hierarchy of parts - the As a result, unexpected things occur that
it is not possible to find any part of x, and whole is more than the sum of its parts.
can be used to take the work further. What
the first point within which every part of 2) Examination of a whole through the is later generated when several outputs
x is.
study of its relation to other wholes. are observed in relation to each other, is a
Problem: The ’wholes’ become parts and more or less clear, new whole.
Boundaries are porous and allow for another whole is created and so on...
passage while borders are in theory 3) Examination of a whole through its The more consistant and fluid the work is,
non-permeable. Something porous must relation to one self. Problem: Impossible to the easier for others to take part of what is
however have its own edges. Beings also describe, represent or share with others.
probably a coherent ambition.

FICTIONAL CRITICISM
The shadow as being both itself and
the trace of a mother figure gives us
clues about its origins. Representing
architecture is an act of making shadows
of our own worlds in the most suitable
and honest way possible.

In plato’s cave, the shadows were never
conceived as projected consequences until
the prisoner (the philosopher) transcends
the current notion of the world to discover
a new reality. An architect must provide
the shadows that make the prisoners rise.

PROCESS - SKETCHES

Study of scale and relation to tower, early plan layout and map of existing trees.

PROCESS - MODEL AND DRAWING
Relation floor-stair and floor-column.

PROCESS - SKETCHES

Walls as masses, excavation and relation to ground.

43 SECONDS OF WALKING
73 STEPS
67,2 METERS

SCALE: 1:400
ARVID KALMARU
STUDIO # 7
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PROCESS - TOWN SCAPE

Cardboard model 1:500 defining the square, 3d model - view from tower and site plan
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The tail of the rain can be heard in the distance where it strikes down,
on asphalt and leaves, quietly it crosses the grass fields.
The air and ground is cooled down, vegetation refreshed.
Hazing dust was brought down and has now joined the moist soil.
A tower catches your focus, you look up
and get hit by the last drop on your forehead.
Below your feet, gravel is pushed away and pressed down.
It changes, in just a step, it turns into wet and smooth concrete
worn by others.
Entering a wall town.
You are not enclosed but somehow framed by the surroundings
of tree trunks and the sky.
Stairs guide your imagination that has already turned the next corner.
You stumble out on a open space. It is not as quiet here and
you are struck by the presence of a tower.

PROCESS - EXPERIENCE
Sketch and narrative

PROCESS - PLAN
Original scale: 1:200

PROCESS - DISCOVERIES

What are the discoveries that I made through this process?

THE UNKNOWN

I found that complete darkness, complete
light or even complete uniformity
provides an uncertainty that enables a
state of mind where seeing reflects ones
own imagination. What do we see in front
of a pure background but not ourselves?

UNFORTUNATELY

The major transformations in my process
that have been important and taken me
furher were made right after the most
stressful and tough periods. Struggeling
with one or many issues and trying to make
them work can be very frustrating and
when I finally surrender in hopelessness,
In order for me to learn from exploration the next sketch turn out very different.
I must do what I don’t know - to find
out what that is. Luckily what is lost in This discovery is not suitable for being a
translation from idea to drawing or model future design method but it is a comforting
is not something bad and when I began fact next time things are hard.
modelling without a clear idea of what
I was doing, the translation worked the
reversed way.

NO WORD

DEPENDENCE - FREEDOM

During the thesis I have tried to find at It is clear that most architects rely on
least one word or expression that doesn’t a specific strategy when working. The
distinguish light from darkness.
case of my neighbour in this project is
not different. Bengt Lindroos’ fascination
I’m not going to make an attempt at invent for patterns shine thrugh and it allowed
ing such a word but it is interesting that him to make decisions in relation to the
in greek mythology Khaos - the primeval program and context.
god is mother of both Erebus (darkness)
and Aether (light). Khaos is also the gap As mentioned earlier, I have found myself
between heaven and earth.
absorbed by making sequences and paths.
Narration has been a strong underlying
tool used consciously or unconsciously
when producing much of the material in
the thesis. The project made it possible for
me to pin point a few ’darlings’ that I never
considered before.

Left: 1:200 Model - landscape of floor, walls and temple like pavilions. Wall towards car park is fractured.
Right: 1:200 Model - last model in project showing intersecting pathways and the continuous wall.

WORKING ALONE

MIRROR IMAGE

Making a thesis in architecture is a lonely References or sources of inspiration are
experience. No matter how many that used in way that help me recognize my
offer a lending hand, in the end, you are own intentions and desires.
alone with the project.
In the Gallup Mirror test, the reactions
That being said, I have gained alot by of an animal faced with a mirror can be
simply discussing my own work or other described using four points depending on
projects with my fellow students. Doing capacity for self-awareness.
so, it becomes clear that one of the main
consequence of working alone is the 1. Seeing a ”sociable playmate”
increasing blindness or unability to step 2. Self admiration & embarrassment
out and look at the project objectively.
3. Avoidance
4. Recognition
My mantra has been and will be: If you
don’t know where you are going, you’re on This is very similar to how I work with an
the right path.
architectural reference...
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FINAL SECTION
Original scale: 1:200

FLOOR AND WALL
Original scale: 1:10

FINAL PLAN
Original scale: 1:200
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Above: Display before presentation at the Upper Atelier, KTH School of Architecture 2015-06-03.
Below: Plaster cast of wall relief - gravity

